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The Patscenter
Peter Rice wanted to create a hight tech
research facility which would be aesthetically
pleasing but more importantly modular.
The result was a structurally expressed A-
Framed building in a 9.0m x 4.5m grid, for the
possibliity of future extentsion.
The Patscenter is in essence a series of
plainer structures, repeated at intervals along
the lenth of the building. the structural
elements of the building were prefabracated
off site and rapidly erected on site, bay by
bay.
By using flat plates for the joints on the mast
and how the masts project up indapendantly
of one and other draws the sttection to the
plainer quality both in the photographs and in
reality. This has enabled the structure, when
viewed from the side elevation, to appear
relatively simple and uncluttered. Peter noted
that rodgers wanted to design the project in a
way to make it easy to photograph.

Peter Rice
Rice born 1935 in Dundalk, County Louth.
Hestudied at Queen University, Belfast where
after ward he was taken on by Ove Arup &
Partners, his first job being the Sydney Opera
House.
His Influence has shaped a new generation of
architects and engineers, who renew there
own work his exploration of materials, his
commitment to the integrity of a structure,
his refusal of precedent and his courage as a
designer.
After years of breathtaking and inovational
work which has had a world of influence,
Peter was tragically diagnosed with a brain
tumour in 1991 at the age of just 57. In
rememberance of peter he was awarded the
RIBA Royal Gold Medal for Architecture.
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Perspective Front Elevation showing frame and
suspending members.

Finished Sketch-up Model

Similar to a man carrying an even load, the load is
suspended from the frame by two centre members
suporting the roof structure




